From your shop to their living room
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Why choose Stitches Expo at Home?
Stitches Expo at Home is the virtual version of our destination shows. We combine an exciting Market
experience with incredible classes, special presentations, Meet & Greets, and the Pajama Party. Stitches Expo
at Home is bound to inspire!
Some of the most enthusiastic and qualified makers turn to the Stitches Market for supplies to feed their
passion. They’re always ready to be inspired—that’s where you come in! Our attendees rave about the
incredible knowledge and beautiful products that our exhibitors bring to the Market.

How the Market Works
The Stitches Market consists of half-hour Market Spots. Select from 2 to 10 Market Spots hosted from your
Zoom account.
“I love watching the vendor presentations. The vendors are
friendly, knowledgeable and happy to answer questions. I
have purchased yarn, fabric, notions and project bags from the
comfort of my knitting chair, supporting my crafting habits and
the wonderful vendors who enable me. It is the next best thing
to being in person. It’s the Stitches Expo at Home
Shopping Market!”
– Amy Fowler
Avid Crafting Consumer

What you can do in a Spot:
• Trunk shows
• Designer showcases
• Studio tours
• Technique demos
• Informational seminars
• Introduce new yarn lines
• Reveal seasonal colorways
• Informal chats with customers

Spots are scheduled based on the overall balance of the event and your preference. Two Market Spots may
be scheduled consecutively for a 1-hour session. In addition to limiting the total number of exhibitors for the
Market, we limit the number of Spots scheduled in each half hour.
Exhibitors are listed
three ways:
• Alphabetical
• Schedule, by the day
and half hour
• Show Book Webpages

“We found a new
audience with Stitches
Expo at Home and will
definitely keep supporting
the event in the future!”
– Caroline Sommerfeld
Ancient Arts Fibre Crafts
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Marketing Options
Market Highlight Ads
During the event, students and Market attendees
receive daily email updates. These emails recap the
previous day and highlight Stitches news.
Tracking shows that these messages generate a
high level of engagement.
Exhibitors can place banner ads in these updates.
The ad can link to a landing page on your website,
offer show specials, and feature beauty shots of your
products. A limited number of ads are available:
first-come, first-served and only three per exhibitor.

“I’m loving these Stitches Expo at Home events. They
have been a fantastic way to build my business and
increase my exposure to a wonderful audience.!”
– S. Kain
Teton Yarn Company

Sponsorship
Sponsorship offers an exclusive chance to stand out
in the Stitches Virtual Market!
Capture the attention of Stitches students and
market attendees with special 60-minute Sponsor
Presentations. They are scheduled midday and
in the evenings, when the Market is closed, so you
can command the full attention of attendees. We
record these sessions and embed them on the event
dashboard so all attendees can watch again or see
what they missed. Recordings are available for 14
days after the event’s conclusion.
Show sponsor’s logos with links are included on
each market email before and during the event
and on the Event Main Page. An email newsletter
announcing sponsor presentations, promotion on
our social media channels, and special promotional
graphics are also included with sponsorship.
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FREE Marketing Options
Online Show-book Webpage
Your Show-book Webpage is a resource for
customers before, during, and for 14 days
after the event. It gives them an additional
opportunity to find you, get to know you,
and ultimately buy your products.
Introduce yourself to customers, offer show
specials and discounts, and give shoppers a
sneak peek at what you’ll offer in the Market.
Your page features include:
• Your logo
• Product Images
• Embedded YouTube videos
• Captions for the images and videos
• A brief description of your business
• Discount code and/or show
special information
• Company contact info
• Vendor listing information
Generate additional sales when you record
your Market Spots. Send us the YouTube
links, and we embed them on your page so
attendees who were unable to attend your
session live can view (or review) it later!
This template-based page is yours for no
added cost. Your information is submitted
using the on-line form you receive in
preparation for the Show.

Exhibitor List
We provide attendees with a linked PDF of
Stitches Virtual Market exhibitors so they can
easily find you after the event.

“Having the virtual market place has been a way to stay
in touch with customers as well as generate income and
develop new customers. I try to exhibit in every virtual
Market for Stitches Expo at Home events. Being a part of
the Stitches Markets is very rewarding for my
small business.”
– Nancy Totten
Owner and Maker, Front Range Bags
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Pricing Guide
Market Spots

Market Highlight Ads

Sponsorship

$50 each

$35 each

$375

Half hour exhibit slots

Banner ads in daily event emails

Minimum 2, Maximum 10

Link to your website, landing
page, or show book page.

60-minute recorded presentation
accessible for 14 days

Online Show-book Webpage
Exhibitor Listing in Post-event PDF

Limit 3

Logo & Link to your website on:
Pre-show e-newsletters
Main event page
Daily event emails

Prices and specifications are subject to change. Please view individual event details on our website.

How to Apply
Visit exhibitors.stitches.events to register for an exhibitor account. Access to the event registration will be
granted upon approval of your exhibitor account.

See what our exhibitors, sponsors, and attendees have to say.
“We’ve always benefited from
our Sponsorship with Stitches
Events. When things switched
to a “virtual” world, we were
thrilled Stitches offered us the
opportunity to continue being
a part of their “Universe”. We’ve
had so much fun with the new
format, gained some amazing
new customers, and found an
alternative income stream in
such an unprecedented time.
We are all eager to return to
in person events, but this
really has been a wonderful
alternative!”
– Tom & Cindy
Owners, Stunning String Studio

“I love the virtual market at
Stitches At Home Expo. Many
of my local yarn shops have
closed during the pandemic,
so this is an opportunity to see
trunk shows, new designs, and
new yarn from the comfort of
my home. While it’s not exactly
the same as being able to
squeeze a skein in my hands,
it’s the next best thing. Most of
all, the Stitches At Home Expo
events have introduced me to
other makers who I probably
wouldn’t have met in the huge
environment of an in-person
event (although I do miss seeing
folks in person).”
– Rabbi Wendy Spears
Avid Crafting Consumer

“I love how the Stitches
Expo at Home Market works!
Vendors have scheduled times
to present highlights of their
offerings, and I don’t have to
fight a crowd in a booth or
hope I can catch someone’s
attention if I have a question.
The Stitches Dashboard gives
a brief description of what
each vendor is promoting
or is known for, which lets
me choose the sessions I am
especially interested in. I have
gotten acquainted with vendors
I never knew before, and found
products I am really interested
in that I probably would have
otherwise missed. Check it out!”
– Jan Lee
Avid Crafting Consumer
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